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Resources: The Hindu /PIB 

Fires are a crucial component of some forest 
systems, says group of scientists:  

Why in news?  Fires are sprouting in forest tracts, 
especially across southern India. As harried Forest Departments 
and Fire Services personnel douse flames, and photographs of 
wildlife and trees burnt to cinder make the rounds, a group of 
scientists is asking a question that would seem almost 
unbelievable under the current circumstances: are some forest 
fires necessarily as bad as we make them out to be? 

 

About: 

• “Fighting fire with fire.”  Says group of scientists “there 
is an urgent need for a more nuanced view of forest 
fires.” 

• The reasons for this — based on history, ecology, science 
and indigenous knowledge — are many. According to the 
scientists, forest fires have been occurring in India from at 
least 60,000 years ago, ever since modern humans 
appeared here. They added that “forests that we think are 
natural and ‘pristine’ have often been created by 
anthropogenic burning for thousands of years.” 

• In fact, several native trees and plants in these landscapes 
have “co-evolved” with fire: fire helps revive dormant seeds 
of many species.  Nandita Mondal showed that, in 
Mudumalai, even young woody trees survive ground fires 
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and have higher growth rates immediately post-fire, until 
they reach a certain height. 

• More evidence points to fires even suppressing invasive 
species. Over a decade of working with the Soliga 
communities at Karnataka’s Biligiri Rangaswamy Temple 
Tiger Reserve, Dr. Rai and some of his colleagues at 
ATREE find that the exclusion of tribal communities from 
the reserve had in turn stopped their traditional use of 
small “litter fires” just before the dry season set in.  

• Dr. Rai’s work, as well as other studies, links this to the 
abundance of invasive lantana that now chokes other native 
plants there. 

• But what about large fires, such as the recent one in 
Karnataka’s Bandipur National Park? 

• High-intensity fires would have negative effects, agree the 
scientists, but they happen only because dry biomass has 
been allowed to build up and low-intensity controlled 
burning has been stopped. 

 

‘Important tool’ 

• Fire is indeed an important tool in forest management, 
Controlled fires in areas that have huge fuel loads (dry 
litter and biomass on the forest floor) around December 
can help prevent as well as reduce the impact of large fires 
later in the season,  

• “If an area is continuously protected from fire, it could catch 
fire once in four years or so because of the high 
accumulation of grass, wood and twigs,” “But fire [as a 
tool] has to be used very intelligently,” 

 

‘Push for changes’ 

• In their letter, the signatory scientists request policy makers 
and Forest Departments “to push for changes in 
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legislation that allow for more scientific and thoughtful 
management of forests”.  

• They also suggest that NGOs and activists engage with 
these complexities and nuances about forest fires rather 
than advocating “blanket ‘stop forest fire’ campaigns.” 

 

 

********* 

J&K quota ordinance will benefit 36 lakh, says 
Centre: 

Why in news?  The Home Ministry has said the Union 
Cabinet’s ordinance on reservation in Jammu and Kashmir 
cleared on recently will benefit around 36 lakh people in the 
State. 

 

About: 

• The Cabinet on recently approved the Jammu and Kashmir 
Reservation (Amendment) Ordinance to extend 
reservation in jobs, education and promotions to people 
living along the International Border in Jammu. 

• The Cabinet also cleared an ordinance to implement the 
10% reservation for candidates belonging to the 
economically weaker sections in the State. 

• By the census, the economically weaker sections constitute 
12.5 lakh of the 1.25 crore population in J&K. The new 
reservation will be in addition to existing quotas in the 
State, J&K Governor Satyapal Malik had told that the 
ordinance in no way affected the rights of the people of the 
State nor tinker with Article 35-A, which provided special 
rights and privileges to permanent residents of J&K. An 
official said the Governor had the power to recommend such 
amendment as per Clause 1 (d) of Article 370. “Benefit of 
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promotion to Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, 
which includes Gujjars and Bakarwals, has been made 
available to J&K. After 77 years, the 77th Constitution 
Amendment of 1995 has now been applied to J&K,” 

 

 

********* 

Facts for Prelims: 

v New Pamban bridge:  

• The new Pamban bridge will be over 2 kilometres long 
with 100 spans of 18.3 metres and one navigational 
span of 63 metres. The British-era Pamban bridge has 
a ‘Scherzer’ rolling lift technology which helps open the 
folds of the bridge horizontally.  

• The new Pamban bridge will have a navigational 
clearance of 22 metres above the sea level and will also 
be made keeping in mind Indian Railways plans for 
electrification. A vertical lift of the span will allow for the 
full 63 metres to be available for movement. 

 
 

********** 
 

 
 

   

 


